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of practice teaching, clarification and synthesis would seem timely. This book
examines (1) "how the PDS concept has evolved, how partnerships have been
forged, what models are being developed, and what barriers and obstacles have
been encountered and overcome" from the perspective of "teaching's transition
from a bureaucratized occupation to a profession;" (2) "case studies of seven
different PDS models in very different communities," one from two different
perspectives and usually with a methodological note; and (3) the requirements
for collaboration (pp. 2-3). The first (by Darling-Hammond) and last (by Sharon
Robinson and Darling-Hammond) should be of special interest to readers of this
journal. Unfortunately, that interest is limited.
But in discussions of practice, the experiences of participants are often
revealing and their observations and comments insightful. In the spirit of "the
best evidence," the case studies in the middle seven chapters are invaluable not
only to guide other practice but in sense-making. Here, even if the enthusiasm
occasionally sounds self-congratulatory, the book does not disappoint in that
readers, especially those attracted to Goodlad's ideas, come away well informed
about practices, experiments and the thoughts of participants, and armed with
telling examples and the odd horror story. Ad hoc, chance, risk taking, personalities and earlier relationships occur more than once as explanations of
success and occasionally failure; projects are often small, involving 12-26
selected student teachers; and "demoraliz ing" is applied less to time and money
than to understanding, power, and appreciation.
Points to ponder include:
• the future for faculties of education but also for teacher education if
faculties ignore, or are pushed to downplay, their mandate to
prepare teachers and the status and career prospects of those involved (pp. 43, 69, 187-188);
• the unequal status of teachers for whom promotion often means
leaving teaching (p. 122), who may be required to take training in
practice-teaching supervision to participate (p. 99, but also in
Quebec; cf. p. 118ff.), who like student teachers who "[m]ake:
public what is happening in [their] classrooms " while university
faculty "make similar declarations" (p. 173), and who come to the
university as students or, at best, sessional instructors or clinical
associates while faculty and graduate students go to schools to ad··
vise, direct, and do research on them (pp. 59, 90, 95, 178, 186);
• faculty and university mores and disagreements about the needs of
future teachers (pp. 188-190, 198), demands on teachers' time (p.
193), and risks to innovations during budgets cuts (p. 179);
• differing views of PDS and professionalism (p. 192, 198) and the
variety of school reform projects that have been teamed with PDS
(pp. 70, 105), some seemingly at cross-purposes (pp. 87-88);
• the inconsistency of reform projects with state or local requirements
and expectations for curricula, student achievement, and teacher
certification (as in Kentucky and South Carolina; pp. 87, 93,
184-185, 194, 196);
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Fifth, in our enthusiasm, we risk pretending to be a]J things to all people:
prospective, beginning, and veteran teachers, teacher leaders, university
educators, and researchers (cf. p. 1}-perhaps even students, parents, and a
reformed community.
Darling-Hammond, however, believes that, in the face of our enormous
expectations for schools, "the PDS-devel oped at the intersection of preservice
education and inservice teaching-is a critica1 linchpin in developing teachers
who can create learner- and leaming-centered schools" (p. 6). It facilitates
particularly the important but "unconventional" practices of collaboration,
mentoring, and consultation in a collegial and co-operative environment, changing the whole school atmosphere (and often structures, and often reaching
beyond the school)-"t he fundamental relationships between and among students and teachers, the conceptualizations of what it means to know and to learn
[and to teach), and the obligations that organizations have to those who work
and learn in them" (p. 10}-notjus t the experiences of beginning teachers. And
the case studies support these observations. Acknowledged exceptions (for
example, pp. 143-144, 147-148) suggest a need to respect teachers' and student
teachers' individuality just as individua1 attention to students provides ''means
to increase academic expectations for [most] youngsters without simultaneously
increasing individual frustrations'' (p. 150; compare with p. 181). With these
reflective practices came success and its recognition, learning, changed classroom practices, new roles for a co-operating teacher who is no longer "a selfconscious mentor" (p. 13), new conceptions of knowledge, and "a teamteaching structure that contnbutes to the professional development of university
faculty" (p. 12), and the reform of university programmes. In short, she sees a
new professionalism based in "extensions of the constructivist understanding of
knowledge that teachers and teacher educators have appreciated on behalf of
children, and are just now beginning to extend to themselves and the knowledge
base for their own work" (p. 16).
There is an index but it appears top-heavy with proper names; lhough
mentioned in passing in the text, laboratory schools, clinical schools, and key
schools are not to be found. Perhaps because of an interest in the "second
wave" (p. 2) of school reform reports beginning with the Holmes Group in
1986, Dewey, too, though mentioned (once only, I think) in the text, is not to be
found. Few foundations scholars are. Yet, we read:
"Who owns the knowledge?" "Whose knowledge counts?" and "What is
our knowledge?" are the more fundamental questions of school-university
collaboration that emerge and must be grappled with as PDSs-and the
profession of teaching-strive to grow up. (p. 3)
Answering the questions that underlie PDS planning opens a Pandora's box
of potentially radical rethinking: How do we envision the school as a
community of learners? What do we want children to know? What do we
want prospective teachers to know? How do we want teachers to be, to act?
What opportunities do we want for teachers as lifelong learners? What do all
of these things mean for the ways in which we structure teaching and
learning opportunities ....? (p. 16)
Perhaps what is most striking . . . is the widespread use of a common
language with which members talked about the activities of teaching, learning, and the process of reform. However, the common language of the
9(1), (Fall)1995
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